Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) can detect the distribution of volumetric water content under the ground to analyze the propagation velocity of electro-magnetic waves. However, the level of water table in standard soil layers including many scatterers is difficult to be measured by using GPR, because the amplitude of signals from a moisture transition zone is frequently smaller than that from stones. We evaluate time-shift analysis for time-lapse GPR records acquired from layers with different distributions of water content including strong events from scatterers to detect events of relationship with ground water. The reflection event from the transition zone of water content is sometimes difficult to detect on a survey section of GPR and also it is sometimes difficult to detect fluctuations of water table using the survey section subtracted between two time-lapse records. However, the time-shift analysis can detect slight changes caused by shift of the depth of a transition zone, if other processings cannot be applied well. Upper events of the transition zone move to shallower record time and lower events move to deeper time when a water table moves to a shallower area, when time-lapse GPR records with many scatterers are applied with the time-shift analysis. We demonstrate such characteristic phenomena using FDTD numerical simulations and discuss the analysis results applied for time-lapse records acquired in an actual field.
Introduction
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is frequently used for detecting underground structures with variations of dielectric constant. The equipment can also detect boundaries with differences of conductivity and permeability, but the amplitude of electromagnetic waves of GPR is strongly attenuated to propagate in high conductive zones and there are few areas to be found that only permeability has high variations in the near surface of the earth. The relative permittivity is about 1 in the air and water is over 80. Dry sand and rocks are between 2 and 10, so the GPR is considered to detect the distribution of water with the exception of objects including iron buried by human.
However, the GPR is sometimes difficult to detect the water table. When underground materials are consisted of a homogeneous medium, water table can be easily detected. Japan has much rain, many steep stream and rich volcanic sediments and they cannot frequently detect water tables using GPR. The distribution of water-table depth is useful to understand flow directions of ground water and important for the management of ground water. The gradient of water-table depth is small in general and high accuracy is required for its measurement. The detectable area of ground water using GPR is desired to extend to improve survey techniques of GPR.
Distribution of Water Content in an Unsaturated Zone
Water table is a constant face of pressure head. It is found in the time to dig a well. The water table and the top face of water-saturated zone is different, if ever it is no flow condition and if it is in porous media. A GPR equipment surveys the distribution of water content and cannot directly detect the distribution of water table. To understand differences between both depths is important to estimate the accuracy required for measuring distribution of water-table depth for the management of ground water.
Volumetric water content is disturbed by heterogeneity and is affected by imbibition and drainage. The unsaturated zone of ground water has a transition zone of water content and the coefficient of reflection of GPR waves has variations along the depth.
GPR has high repeatability and can sometimes detect flowing fluid using subtraction processing between time-lapse data. Accuracy required for detecting distribution of water table is improved using the subtraction processing.
Time Shift Analysis
Time shift analysis is a method to detect fluctuations along the depth from time-lapse records (Landrø, and Stammeijer, 2004) . This method uses local cross-correlation between time-lapse records (Hale, 2009 ) and tries to detect direction and amount of movement of fluctuated events. Amplitude and acoustic impedance are applied for analysis of changes. This method is only useful when the amount of change is small (Hale, 2013) and the other methods are suited when the amount of change is larger than a wave length. Multidimension analysis for other spatial directions is developed from an early time. Our study only focuses to detect changes of travel time. GPR can frequently detect changes from subtracted sections and effective situations using the time-shift analysis may be limited. This study discusses one of limited situations to detect difficult targets.
Numerical Analysis
Changes of GPR records with vertical fluctuations of transition zones of water content are evaluated using numerical analysis. Two dimensional FDTD is used as a numerical simulator and an underground soil area is set at 3.4 m for horizontal and 1.0 m in depth. Relative permittivity is set at 10.0 near the surface and 20.0 in deep zones, which simulate saturated zones. Relative permittivity in a transition zone is set with smooth change along a Gaussian curve. Here, we show analyzed results of two situations shown in Table 1 . These situations simulate fluctuations of transition zones affected by rising water table. Simulated area includes a lot of point scatterers with some range of radius and dielectric constant. The central frequency of transmitted wave is set at 1.0 GHz.
Results of numerical analysis are shown in Figure 1 . A reflection event from a transition zone can be detected in the situation A but it is difficult to detect the event in the situation B. Results of applying time-shift analysis are shown in Figure 2 . Changes can be detected in both situations using the time-shift analysis.
Methods Evaluating Analysis Results
There are two types of fluctuated zones in numerical results. Travel time changes short in the zone shown in black color and long in white color. Shorter travel time means a transition zone moves upward and reflection events from the transition zone move upward. Also, longer travel time means the range of low velocity zone is extended and the travel time of lower zones increases (Figure 3 ). This set of variations is a characteristic phenomenon of GPR records for detecting fluctuations of a transition zone of water content. GPR can acquire information about ground water under difficult situations including many scatterers by using the phenomenon. 
Applying for Actual Survey Records
A set of results applying the time-shift analysis for actual survey records is shown in Figure 4 . This test site has a small square pond and GPR records were acquired near the pond. There are no transition zones and any upward-shifted events are not detected in the results of time-shift analysis but the travel time from deeper events changes longer. 
Conclusions
This study introduces a method using time-shift analysis to survey information about ground water with many scatterers. Results of numerical simulation show that the travel time of events in a transition zone of water content changes short and the travel time of lower events changes long. This phenomenon can also be detected in applications for actual survey records.
